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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Trustworthy ICT research in Europe lacks a strong link with the information security industry,
especially with European SME activities in the domain of trustworthy ICT. Information security
SMEs in Europe find it difficult to derive benefits from trustworthy ICT research, in terms of
learning about the state-of-the-art research and applying research results; focusing the research
according to market needs; and using research results to improve competitiveness in the global
market of information security products and technologies.
Europe is also very fragmented in research in the domain of information security and
trustworthy ICT. Currently there does not exist any comprehensive or representative overview of
all of the European research organizations and their respective levels of expertise and research
activities in IT security or trustworthy ICT, which would be a useful reference for industry and
other research organizations.
FIRE (acronym of “Facilitate Industry and Research in Europe”) is a collaboration between
leading clusters and associations of Information Security companies in Spain, United Kingdom,
Germany, Belgium, Czech Republic and Estonia, covering six major parts of Europe. The
objective of FIRE is to improve European industrial competitiveness in markets of trustworthy
ICT, by taking into account of the needs of the Security industry in this domain, building on the
unique combination of the international participant clusters in information security technologies.
The gap between the IT security industry roadmaps and the research activities performed in
institutes and academia is currently too wide. FIRE aims to reduce this gap. To achieve this
goal FIRE partners:

-

Engage with end-users in the industry sectors of Health, Financial, Mobile, Energy and
Government, with supplier industries and researchers, to identify their needs and the
barriers between them,

-

define a Strategic Research Agenda compiling all this information and experiences;

-

generate a trustworthy ICT community in Europe through social media and ad-hoc tools;

-

study previous projects to get best practice or identify barriers;

-

compile experience from clusters and regional/national initiatives and benchmark them,
analyse research policies and instruments and their impact in the field

-

Build recommendations for EC that contributes to improve the impact of European research
on trustworthy ICT.

These activities, through strong dissemination activities, will strengthen the link between
researchers and the needs of the industry, and will contribute to raising the European industrial
competitiveness in the markets of trustworthy ICT.
www.trustworthyictonfire.com
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2 PROJECT CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 Motivation
The overall focus of ICT trust and security research in the 7th Framework Programme is on
developing knowledge and technologies to build an open, secure and trustworthy information
society in Europe, where citizens and organizations can fully reap the benefits from the new
technologies. Central to the research is enabling users to manage and protect their digital
assets, identities and personal data when they interact in the digital world. As a result, a number
of projects on ICT trust and security funded under Horizon 2020 or past framework programmes
have been finalized, or are being developed.
Over the last number of years, citizens and European policy makers have recognized that
Trustworthy ICT developments in Europe have been delivering outstanding state of the art
scientific results which have stimulated interest throughout the world. The level of academic
research is recognized to be of world class throughout the community, but there are a number
of challenges related to this research and realizing its full potential for the European economy.
To start with, trustworthy ICT research in Europe lacks a strong link with the information security
industry, especially with the European SME’s active in the domain of trustworthy ICT.
Trustworthy ICT in Europe is also very fragmented, both in research, but also in security SMEs
and information security companies. In addition, the information security SMEs in Europe find it
difficult to benefit from the trustworthy ICT research, in terms of learning about the state of the
art research and applying research results and being capable of further improving the research
with market needs and ways to use research results to improve competitiveness in the global
market of information security products and technologies.

2.2 The fragmented European landscape
Coordination and support actions are needed to improve Europe's industrial competitiveness in
markets of information security and trustworthy ICT. By helping to coordinate Europe's research
activities of both academic and industry research organizations, and supporting the further
development of a European network of industry and academic experts, this project will stimulate
companies and researchers to identify joint challenges and to learn how to further support the
development of the European information security market.
Europe is a highly fragmented industry in the domain of information security and trustworthy
ICT. With only few players on a global scale, the technology market has been mainly USdominated. Recent acquisitions of McAfee by Intel, the domination by Symantec and Microsoft
in the consumer’s space and by RSA, the Security Division of EMC in the business space, leave
only a few areas for European companies to enter.
Europe has at least five different anti-malware vendors of some significance: ESET (Slovenia),
Kaspersky (Russia), F-SECURE (Finland), G-DATA (Germany), AVG (Czech Republic) and.
Those players typically find themselves competing with one another, sometimes in the same
markets. Many small, local, expert players exist, that have been focusing on one or few single
product or niche activities. Throughout Europe, probably a few thousand of those companies
exist.
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Major European-origin players such as Sophos and Vasco only have very selective interests in
research and are not in the driving seat for indicating in which directions European trustworthy
research should be heading in order to support their further growth in the development of
experts and expert knowledge. Preliminary investigations with these companies by one of the
partners to inform this proposal of industry’s views confirmed that the gap between the industry
roadmaps and the research activities being performed in institutes and academia is currently
too wide.
Europe is also very fragmented in research in the domain of information security and
trustworthy ICT. Currently, there is not any comprehensive or representative overview of all of
the European research organizations and their respective levels of expertise and research
activities in IT security or trustworthy ICT for industry and other research organizations to refer
to. Identification and registration of research activities from both a bottom-up perspective and
top down approach could lead to a more extensive understanding and scoping of research
activities of the domain in Europe. A dynamic approach could also enable other skills to be
added to the domain expertise, which are typically not included in any reference materials:
social sciences, legal studies, security economics, high performance systems, etc. Such
activities will also support the research programmes to other non-FP7-active research centres
and will facilitate coordination at national level in the top down approach.
The report “Trust in the Information Society” from the Advisory Board RISEPTIS recommended
at the end of 2009 that the EC should support concrete initiatives that bring together technology,
policy, legal and social-economic actors for the development of a trustworthy Information
Society. It also recommended that EC together with industrial and public stakeholders should
develop large-scale actions towards building a trustworthy Information Society.

2.3 Integration of relevant ongoing EU projects
FIRE will be available to support the EC with relevant materials that can facilitate policy making
developments. Preliminary research analysis and results will be made available and published
early in the project. The synthesised understanding of the research activities and the industry
needs will be presented to the EC community, interested working groups and other relevant EU
projects.
Project partners will proactively contact and inform known and listed EU projects about the FIRE
project and related activities. Additional EU projects and related activities (such as local projects
and industry consortia) will be added to this list (such as Effectplus, NESSoS, ANIKETOS;
SecureChains, OSMOSIS, etc.).Partners of FIRE will actively promote FIRE to these projects.
Together with the projects partners of the relevant EU projects, FIRE will investigate where best
to integrate joint work and outcomes in the respective projects and their target groups. The
FIRE project partners will invite the contact groups of the projects to participate in FIRE,
providing input on analysis, utilizing results and research outcomes. The project partners of the
relevant projects and their contact groups will be invited to the FIRE events, locally or
internationally.
Results of FIRE will be discussed with the project management boards of the respective
relevant projects. Results and outcomes of other projects will be integrated in outcome
documents and dissemination activities of FIRE.
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The FIRE partners will also engage other cluster partners and cluster members, and invite them
to integrate the FIRE activities into their ongoing EU project activities.

2.4 Objectives
The ICT call under which this proposal was submitted focused on the following three main
areas:
(i) stimulating and organizing the interplay between technology development and legal,
social and economic research through multi-disciplinary research communities
(ii) promoting standards, certification and best practices
(iii) coordination of national RTD activities
FIRE will target these items throughout the following objectives:
Objective 1 – Improve innovation pull-through from EU RTD to products/services within
and between major ICT Security Clusters








Exchange of information on how the existing clusters stimulate and improve RTD
pullthrough to identify common barriers and best practices to achieve pullthrough. This
will provide guidelines for clusters.
Development of pan-Cluster working groups in areas of common strategic importance
starting
from
existing
cluster
working
groups
covering
Technologies,
Applications/Services and Infrastructures. These Working Groups will identify
strategically important themes which can be addressed by pan-Cluster initiatives
(brokerage, dissemination etc)
Run themed (e.g. Finance Industry) brokerage workshops (LEs-SMEs-RIs-Users/
Funding Bodies) to spur and demonstrate pull-through and implement best practices in
strategically important areas
o

Users/ LEs present needs

o

RIs/ SMEs present innovations

o

Funding bodies present opportunities

o

Investors present opportunities

Produce recommendations to improve pull-through and hence industrial
competitiveness for policy makers, funding agencies and clusters/ other networks.

Objective 2 - Improve business strategies in major ICT Security Clusters to take account
of societal concerns




FIRE will analyse existing EU activities (studies, RTD, implementation measures, pilots) to
understand societal impact of ICT and how legal/privacy issues affect business
opportunities.
Run dissemination events (and circulate briefing material) across clusters to help
businesses develop effective business strategies that address societal concerns.
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Objective 3 - Improve business take-up of trustworthy ICT solutions/ services




FIRE will use a pan Cluster inventory/capability database across clusters to help make
businesses aware of innovative partners that can help them and to help make businesses
aware of trustworthy ICT solutions/ services that can help them, through themed
dissemination events (in clusters) among other mechanisms.
Develop and run an End-User Advisory Board to ensure the project takes account of enduser needs which will also contribute to future recommendations. The members will be
drawn from the existing end-users within the partner cluster organizations, augmented
where necessary by end-users from market sectors not fully covered. Additional members
will be invited from other key security regions not represented in the current consortium, e.g.
Italy (SERIT), Poland. The Board members will include entities such as police authorities,
financial organizations, security agencies, etc.

Objective 4 - Coordinate major ICT Security Cluster strategies and spur integration of
major ICT Security Cluster capabilities











FIRE will initiate a Pan-Cluster network and develop a methodology for comparative
analysis of cluster capacities and capabilities, strengths and weaknesses in their
performance, opportunities of their application potential to be taken by the information
security market.
Cluster Research Analysis to identify the main priority research and innovation areas, the
key RTD and financial players, infrastructures and facilities. Furthermore, the analysis shall
uncover strengths and weaknesses in both regional absorptive capacity and economic
development, and provide information on RTD offers and demands.
Build a joint inventory/ capability database of cluster strengths, technology offers and
requests for collaboration.
Analyse cluster strategies and identify common challenges/ barriers (technology/ economic/
social/ legal) to achieving cluster goals. This will be used to develop common cluster
strategy/ research agenda/ roadmaps to address common challenges and common
strategic goals.
Recommend topics/ themes and objectives for pan-Cluster working groups in areas of
common strategic importance and joint programmes for information exchange to identify,
promote and share best practices.
Use pan Cluster inventory/ capability database across clusters to help make organisations
aware of potential RTD partners that can help them and stimulate RTD collaboration
between clusters in topics/ themes of strategic importance.

Objective 5 - Coordinate National RTD activities to improve RTD quality, relevance and
value for money




Analysis of trans-Cluster data to identify complementarities and synergies between the
regions. This will include the overall SWOT analysis from the economic and RTD
perspective for the IT security sector, revealing strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats, areas of mutual learning and mentoring that could be based on good practices
identified by the project consortium.
Data collection using Cluster Steering Committees which will involve at least 5 regional key
stakeholders from public sector or RTO, academia and industry. The role of the Cluster
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Steering Committee is to provide input for the identification of the research activities in the
region. Information will be exchanged on National and EU RTD programmes and activities
in major ICT Security Clusters and the MS they represent to identify synergies and topics
for potential pan-Cluster RTD collaboration.
Recommend joint RTD activities, bids and programmes
o Align existing activities
o Propose new activities, bids and programmes

2.5 Work Packages
To achieve these objectives, the project is divided into the following work packages:


WP1: Project Management and Quality Assurance



WP2: Develop Pan-EU ICT Security Cluster Research Network and Strategy



WP3: Identify Security Industry Needs and Research Activities



WP4: Co-ordinate National RTD Activities



WP5: Improve Innovation Pull-through



WP6: Business Strategy to address Societal Concerns



WP7: Dissemination and Exploitation
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3 MAIN OUTCOMES
This section summarises the main achievements made during the project, divided into work
packages 2 and 7.
For a better understanding, it is important to note that this project links different stake-holder
groups represented in the next figure:

Figure 1: FIRE stakeholder community

1) IT Security Industry (the FIRE Partners are working with current solution providers to
capture their views), contributing through a Pan-Cluster Steering Working Group.
2) The Research Community (Industry and research organisations active in the field)
contributing through a Research Network.
3) The Industry and Commercial Networks or ICNs (End users) covering Energy, Finance,
Health and Mobile Communications, contributing through the Industrial and
Commercial Networks.
In addition, an Advisory Board has been formed of individuals that are independent and skilled
in the Trustworthy ICT domain, with relevant experience in Industry, Academia, and EC policy
and programmes.
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3.1 WP2 – Develop Pan-EU ICT Security Cluster Research Network and
Strategy
The objective of this work package is to analyse, evaluate and benchmark the participating ICT
Security clusters in terms of trustworthy-related research. The analysis will reveal their
capacities and capabilities, strengths and weaknesses in R&D and their potential in the
information security market. This information has formed the baseline of the Research Agenda
being developed in WP4 based on the user needs identified in WP3. Based on the systematic
mapping and analyses, complementarities, synergies and opportunities for cooperation between
the clusters have been identified, and recommendations for policy makers made to improve the
innovation environment and increase European competitiveness.

3 .1 .1 Develop and run Pan-Cluster Steering Group and Research N etwork
FIRE project links different stake-holder groups represented in the Figure 1.
-

Pan-Cluster Steering Working Group

A group of key individuals from different clusters was identified to form the Pan-Cluster Steering
Group. This group coordinates the activities between the clusters, and works with IT Security
companies to capture their views.
During the project, the Pan-Cluster Steering Working Group held nine meetings in Madrid (2),
Brussels (2), London, Brno, Tallinn, Gelsenkirchen and Jarandilla.
The meetings at Brno and Tallin included Workshops to bring together and begin analysis of the
main findings from the national cluster data collection. At the Brno Workshop all partners
presented their national perspective on the political, economic and regulatory background, the
IT security market and major customers, together with research and industry capabilities. The
Tallinn Workshop brought together initial findings on end-user needs from the five domains:
Energy, Health, Finance, Mobile Communications and Government.
On the other hand, at the Gelsenkirchen meeting the first version of the Strategic Research
Agenda was discussed. The Brussels meeting served to consolidate the work of the first year.
In Madrid, partners planned and previewed all the tasks to be developed in the second year
and, finally, at the Jarandilla meeting the preparation of the final conference began.
-

Research Network

Research Network was established including key members of the academic community from
partner regions. The Research Network has been operating as a virtual network at present and
has been extended in some partner countries to include an extended list of academic members
and IT industry researchers. Individual partners are using their RN members for feedback on
the user needs and to identify technical challenges.
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3 .1 .2 Develop methodology for comparative analysis of research and
innovation activities and capabilities
A structured framework for collecting and analysing Trustworthy ICT research and innovation
(R&I) capabilities and activities in the regions represented by the partners was developed and
Deliverable D2.1: “Analysis methodology” submitted giving the mentioned details. The
information collected at regional level was needed to enable trans-cluster synergies and gaps
and also to identified and produced a joint pan-cluster research agenda.
The methodology combines key individual organisation data and builds on that with regionallevel information to provide qualitative and quantitative data that can be analysed to produce a
SWOT analysis for each of the regions.
The process by which the project partners collected this information, using partner data
sources, open sources, and consulting external stakeholder data was tailored to the individual
regional circumstances. A process for data gathering was developed with suggested external
stakeholders who had helped with the information provision.
A template was produced to capture the data. It was based on the following headings which are
likely to be needed for the Research Agenda. A series of questions was produced to help the
partners gather information that would be coherent from region to region and to aid the analysis.
i.

Environment (PESTLE)

ii.

IT Security Customers

iii.

IT Security Industry Capability

iv.

IT Security Research Capability

v.

National and Locan Initiatives and Programmes

vi.

Policy and Regulatory Issues

vii.

Strenghts, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats in IT Security

viii.

Competition and Competitive Advantage

3 .1 .3 Cluster data collection and analysis
All partner regions collected data following the methodology previously developed. These data
were presented to the other partners and subsequently analysed in order to identify
complementarities and significant gaps, and hence areas where trans-national cooperation may
be beneficial. This also highlighted areas of common concern that are not being addressed by
any of the partner regions and could form the basis of recommendations to national and EU
policy makers.
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The analysis highlighted 8 top-level issues that were of common concern to several partner
regions. These top level issues of common concern were then broken down into key
components, generating the following taxonomy:

1. Physical control systems (SCADA)
1.1. M2M, Internet of things
1.2. Smart Grids / Smart metering
1.3. CII / CNI
2. Certification (Standards)
2.1. Certification for professionals
2.2. Trans-border recognition of certification schemes
2.3. Presence of national or international standards recognised for organisations
3. State Legislation (and voluntary measures)
3.1. Legislation used as a driver
3.2. Trans-national applicability
3.3. Government provides a lead
4. Strategy and funding
4.1. National Cyber Security Policy
4.2. Financial support for R&D programmes
5. Skill shortage/ training/ education
5.1. Shortage of staff
5.2. Existence of good in-country training programmes
6. Capabilities and Market
6.1. Academic strengths (to do research)
6.2. Industrial strengths (to supply solutions)
6.3. Presence of EU suppliers in the home market
7. Business Case
7.1. General awareness
7.2. Justification is understood
7.3. Availability of good case studies
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7.4. Understanding of the market
7.5. Justification is used and investment made
8. SMEs
8.1. Perception of SME vulnerability
8.2. Appropriate standards exist/used for businesses of different sizes (ISO 27000 is too
complex for SMEs)
These issues were then scored in the partner regions and prioritised using ‘spider’ diagrams.
Further analysis of the information was carried out to identify potential complementarities and
gaps between the regions that could form the basis of joint policy and research cooperation.
Areas of joint strength in two or more regions where cooperation could give mutual benefit, and
areas where some regions had strengths other regions could benefit from, were identified.
Subsequently, a workshop was organized to revisit the data to identify important changes in the
environment. The goal was to analyse the current situation, identify the key issues that the
partner regions need to jointly address to enhance IT security capability and competitiveness,
and agree joint IT security research priorities.
All partners provided a set of slides on the changing situation in their regions. The initial
opportunities for cooperation were reviewed and it was agreed that Horizon2020 was the most
appropriate mechanism to facilitate further cooperation between the partner regions. Specific
call topics were identified which were appropriate for several of the proposed areas of
cooperation.

3 .1 .4 Research inventory / database for industry and researchers
The results of the Cluster Research Analysis performed previously were analysed to identify
complementarities and synergies between the regions. To supplement this, a database was set
up to include a complete directory of research in Trustworthy ICT including offers and requests,
based on the information gathered by the partners.
A first version of the database was produced and was available for partners and website visitors
to input data via the website front-end and via a password directly into the Content Management
System.
The initial data were analysed to investigate the various components of the data entries.
The following data sets were defined:
1. Research institutions
2. Researchers
3. Projects
4. IT Security category systems and IT security categories
5. Publications
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For each data set, the data specifications led to the definition of the required inputs. In order to
maintain flexibility, all fields have been kept open in order to adapt to changes during the data
entry.
A lot of emphasis was placed on the category system, which was required to be industry
standard and flexible. It was decided that multiple category systems and taxonomies would be
used in parallel in order to provide for maximum ability to connect to other research and
industry-led activities.
After the first version of the database, initial observations were received and a second version
was produced, being partially populated by partners. A review of the second version of the
database took place at a Pan-Cluster Steering Group meeting, where observations and
enhancement requests were received from partners on behalf of themselves and from
observations and requests by their members. It became quickly clear that the initial system
based upon existing database environments, would not be able to sustain the future needs.
A decision was therefore taken to migrate from the initial platform to a more powerful platform,
based on a CRM system. This allows for further segregation of duties, further granularity today
and in future, advanced reporting and integration with other future functionalities.

Figure 2: New login screen for the backend administration

Figure 3: The backend entry system to choose between entering research institutes and
researchers
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Figure 4: Basic CRM functionalities already integrated in the system

3 .1 .5 Research challenges
Major research challenges were identified, targeted by the academic community in the partner
regions and mapped them against the user needs from WP3. In addition existing research
agendas from specific sectors overlapping with FIRE were studied to ensure consistency.
This task worked together with WP4 to develop the pan-cluster Research Agenda and
recommendations to policy-makers to support it. The analysis of the partner regions’ research
challenges was combined with the needs of the IT industry and end-users to develop the
research agenda in WP4. The output was a series of key problems and research topics which
informed the research agenda.
A framework was developed grouping the research challenges into 5 themes. Following
discussions at an Advisory Board (AB) meeting, a further theme was added, viz. Cyber-physical
system security. Most of the topics grouped into this theme were present in the theme 3:
Addressing implications of trends in scale and complexity but the AB members felt that this
important topic merited a theme of its own. Additional challenges were also suggested e.g.
Connected Cars which fitted into this new theme. The final themes are shown in the table
below, and this was supplied to the partners for further elaboration and validation of the themes
and their content. A series of questions/issues was produced to be used with Research Network
members, as follows:
Q1 - Problem Areas/ Big Challenges: does this Research Theme define or imply research
problems (research gaps)?
Q2 - Research Topics (for projects): short-term projects to address end user needs and longterm high impact (possibly high-risk) game-changing projects
Q3 - Timescale/ Risk: (1) Likelihood of R&D success, (2) R&D Timescale
Q4 - Impact of R&D success on end users
Q5 - EC Programme mechanisms/ instruments that could increase impact
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Research challenges were identified from a wide variety of sources including
meetings/visits/telecons with the academic community and major companies undertaking IT
security research. These were analysed and mapped to the user needs.
All partners also investigated existing research activities in their regions and for the industry
sectors that they led. In addition, links with other platforms such as EPOSS (European
Technology Platform on Smart Systems Integration) were made, as EPOSS is developing a
roadmap including security needs. Partners also contributed to the research agendas of the
DG/CNECT NIS platform WG3, and the OECD Security and Privacy research agenda.
Ref
No

1

2

3

Research
Theme

Description of Research Theme

Establishing
trustworthy
relationships

Trust between people, organisations and autonomous entities is a recurring
element of the user needs. It is a complex multifaceted theme and includes, for
example:
• End-to-end trust management
• Identity management (people and things)
• Data ownership

Information
privacy,
assurance and
cyber security

Information assurance and cyber security are clearly elements of any
trustworthy IT system but theme extends more widely than the classical:
“Confidentiality; Integrity and Availability”. Increased connectivity, mobile
working and interaction with control and monitoring (SCADA) systems all require
good information assurance. European emphasis on the privacy of the citizen is
an equally prominent driver. There are many issues in this area that are in need
of short, medium and long-term research-led solutions. These issues include:
• Privacy (Confidentiality)
• Provenance of information in very large systems & integrity of processing
(Integrity)
• Reliability, resilience (Availability)
• Situational awareness (inside and outside), attribution and response
• Specific defences against emerging threats, e.g. APT, malware, botnet, etc.
• Novel approaches, e.g. hardware-enabled trust architectures

Addressing
implications of
trends in scale
and complexity

This theme is, to a degree, different from the others in that it includes a
response to external technological factors. It not only reflects that users are
building organizational systems, ranging from international banking to social
networking, but that emerging technology and industry trends (e.g. big data) are
also driving this area. The area is characterised by the common challenge that
very few good models exist by which we can gain understanding of emergent
properties of these systems. Topics in this area include:
• Big systems and big data, e.g. empowering individuals to realise the
commercial worth of their personal data
• Cloud• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Mobility
• Legacy
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4

5

6

Encouraging and
supporting
appropriate user
behaviour

This theme recognizes that the human is not just a user of a trustworthy ICT
system but an intrinsic part of it, a threat to it and a beneficiary of their combined
behaviour. Actions may be deliberate or inadvertent due to the lack of
awareness of the users of otherwise Trustworthy ICT systems. Addressing
issues in this area will almost always require a multi-disciplinary team of
researchers. Topics in this area include:
• Human factors, accountability etc (including roles and responsibilities within
organizations)
• Impact of social networks
• Usability and adoption
• Insider threats
• Ethics & culture
• Cyber-economics

Proving fitness
for purpose

Many of our respondents raised aspects of this issue ranging from meeting
international legal obligations through to proving fitness for purpose of
embedded control and monitoring systems. While some of the user needs in
this area are only amenable to solution by political means, many are in need of
research into alternative ways of systems proving correct operation of
compliance other than through conventional testing. Topics in this area include:
• Assurance
• Auditing
• Large-system security metrics
• Formal methods
• Verification
• Testing and evaluation approaches
• Standards

Cyber-physical
system security

Respondents from the ICNs in Energy and Mobile Communications indicated
that the security of embedded systems, Industrial Control Systems and process
control was important to them. However the pervasive nature of machine to
machine communication and the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) impacts
on all user domains. Topics in this area include:
• Embedded systems
• Transport systems
• Ambient Assisted Living and health monitoring devices
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Smart grid
• Cyber-Physical Security
• Identity management (Machine-Machine as well as Human-Machine)

Table 1: Research themes
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3.2 WP3 – Identify Security Industry Needs and Research Activities
There are two objectives of this work package:



Identify strategically important themes which can be addressed by pan-Cluster
initiatives
Obtain Industry needs to inform the development of cluster research strategies

This WP builds on the strengths of the Partners as the focus for existing cluster activities in their
own Member States. The Partners’ roles as cluster foci are augmented by specific tasks
undertaken to widen the group of stakeholders beyond the cluster members and extend the
regional cluster information to neighbouring Member States in order to provide an analysis of
the cluster activities and needs both trans-regionally and across the wider European
community.
As was mentioned previously, a key principle of this project is that it links different stake-holder
groups represented in the next figure:

Figure 5: FIRE stakeholder community

(This diagram has been used in multiple briefing and supporting documents to the
communities.)
One specific role of this work package is to create the community of End users from and beyond
existing cluster members in the domains of:






Energy
Finance
Health
Mobile communications
Government
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and to determine the user needs1 from this group.
The Government domain was included in the project after being considered by the partners,
once the project had started. The reviewers and the Project Officer endorsed this decision in the
first review meeting.

3 .2 .1 Develop and run I ndustrial and Commercial N etworks in Energy,
Finance, Health, M obile Communications and Government
Industrial and Commercial Networks (ICNs), formerly named Industry Working Groups, were
formed to identify and pose Industry End-User Challenges for research organisations to
address. These have been based on the five Industry Sector Themes. These areas have been
validated by the partners and their members and the working group proposed considering the
addition of Government as a domain.
Each Partner has led in a specific domain. In addition they also covered all cross-domain
interests on a wider regional basis. The allocation of domains and regional coverage
geographies is as shown in the next Table:

Partner

Domain

Regions

ADS

Finance

UK & Republic of Ireland

AMETIC &
SMP

Health

Southern Europe: Spain, Italy, Portugal

CYBER

(Government)

Scandinavia: Estonia, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, Finland

IFIS

Energy (Jointly)

Germany, Austria, Switzerland

LSEC

Mobile communications

NW Europe: Belgium, Netherlands,
Luxembourg, France

NSMC

Energy (Jointly)

Eastern Europe: Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Poland

Table 2: Allocation of partners to domains and region

3 .2 .2 I dentify major I ndustry challenges and I ndustry sector views of research
needs for Trustworthy I CT in Energy, Finance, Health, M obile
Communications and Government
The Industrial and Commercial Networks reviewed the major industry challenges in their fields
and identified industry-led research challenges. This task advised on the research agenda for
the Trustworthy ICT research community represented by the Research Network to address the
user needs. These challenges were addressed in Brokerage Workshops in WP5 and used to
guide the pan-Cluster strategy development in WP4.

The term ‘user needs’ is used in a very specific way here. The user needs are defined to be technologyagnostic needs that can lead to research requirements. In deriving these research objectives we draw
from users, IT Security Industry and the research community and supplement this with best practice drawn
from others in the EU and elsewhere.
1
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User needs have been captured during plenary gatherings, one-to-one meetings, by e-mail and
by an examination of the international literature. Of equal importance, drafts of the
documentation have been reviewed by the ICNs, by the IT supply industry and by academia.
The report contains 59 itemised user requirements from the five domains of:






Energy
Finance
Health
Mobile Communications
Government

Of these, 32 have been identified as key needs by the users. These itemised user needs were
seen as a valuable source, in their own right, in contributing topics to the Research Agenda.
Analysis of the needs identified by users indicated that they could be grouped into 6 potential
research themes, as discussed above in WP2. Given the nature of the themes they are believed
to be:




Important (because they have arisen from the user needs)
Enduring (as they group needs into encompassing issues)
Domain independent (as each theme spans several of the user domains).

These 6 user-derived thematic research areas that have been carried forward into the Research
Agenda are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establishing trustworthy relationships
Information privacy, assurance and cyber security
Addressing implications of trends in scale and complexity
Encouraging and supporting appropriate user behaviour
Proving fitness for purpose
Cyber-physical system security
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3.3 WP4 – Co-ordinate National RTD Activities
Work Package 4 has pulled together information on existing activities at regional (cluster),
national and EU level which was compared by the Cluster Research Working Groups (WP2)
with Industry research needs (from WP3). A common pan-Cluster Trustworthy ICT strategy and
research agenda was produced that takes account of societal concerns (WP6) and industryresearch pull-through best practice (WP5). Proposed future joint initiatives, from information
exchange to joint research activities have been proposed.

3 .3 .1 Strategic Research Agenda
The Research Agenda is one of the most relevant expected outcomes from FIRE project.
In the first year, a first draft was produced, which was very well received by the European
Commission. In the second year the research agenda was continuously revised and informed
by the opinions of different groups. In particular, the RTD workshops organized in this work
package were very productive and useful informing the agenda.
Finally, deliverable D4.3, which is the final version of the research agenda, was released on
time.
This task was very demanding and one of the main tasks planned for the project. It draws on
contributions from a large number of sources and especially the three stakeholder groups which
form part of the FIRE project: end-users (both small and large businesses), academic and other
research bodies and the IT solution providers.
This task has used material created from other deliverables in the FIRE project, in particular:









D2.2 (Identification of Trans-Cluster Research Complementarities and Gaps)
D3.1 (Industry Sector Research Needs)
D3.3 (Industry sector final recommendations on future EC and national research
policies and research programmes)
D4.2 (Draft pan-cluster strategy and research agenda)
D4.4 (Pan Cluster RTD workshops)
D5.1 (Guidelines for clusters: How to improve innovation pull through)
D5.2 (Brokerage workshops)
D6.1 (Addressing societal concerns on legal and privacy issues in ICT-related projects)

In proposing a candidate Research Agenda (RA), there is the danger of repetition and
overlapping with other ones. So, in order to propose a complementary Research Agenda that is
consistent with the existing ones where possible, partners have reviewed the following RAs and
roadmaps:
1) Future Internet Assembly (FIA)
2) Internet of Things (IoT)
3) Smart Systems Integration (EPOSS)
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4) Network of Excellence on Engineering Secure Future Internet Software Services and
Systems (NESSOS)
5) Network of Excellence in the field of Systems Security (SYSSEC)
The methodology followed is based on the ENISA Practical Guide on Development and
Execution of National Cyber Security Strategies and the US DHS and I3P strategies and
roadmaps. It was designed to be consistent with and complementary to other EC work, and
brings the views of the above stakeholders together using the structure shown in next Figure:

Figure 6: Methodology, showing detailed activities

A) VISION
What is the vision for the Trustworthy ICT sector as a whole and for national / regional
economies?
This is primarily provided by the Research Network with inputs from the FIRE partners providing
the vision for their national/ regional economies.
B) ENVIRONMENT (CONTEXT)
What are the significant influences/ change factors affecting Trustworthy ICT?
- Political, Economic, Socio-cultural, Technological. Legislation, Environmental
(PESTLE)
This uses contributions from the FIRE partners giving the regional cluster perspective (initial
outputs provided at the FIRE strategy workshop in WP2), the End User ICNs giving the
customer perspective (initial outputs provided at the FIRE End User workshop in WP3), and the
Research Network.
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Contributions have also been provided by Deliverable D5.1 that has considered methods of
improving research pull-through into trustworthy ICT solutions, and Deliverable D6.1 that has
looked at ways to reduce social barriers to privacy/ security-related ICT adoption in the medium
and long term.
C) BASELINE
What is the current situation in Trustworthy ICT?




What is current practice?
o

Policy, legal and regulatory environment

o

Current technology adoption by customers

What is the focus of current R&D?
o



R&D topics and priorities

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

This uses contributions from the FIRE partners giving the regional cluster perspective, the End
User ICNs giving the customer perspective, and the Research Network.
D) THREATS AND CHALLENGES
Threats and Challenges in Trustworthy ICT are provided by the End User ICNs giving the
customer perspective, and the Research Network giving the technical perspective.
E) USER NEEDS
User Needs primarily come from the End User ICNs (initial outputs provided at the FIRE End
User workshop in Tallinn in June and in Deliverable D3.1), with contributions from the Research
Network on longer-term needs.
F) GAP ANALYSIS
The gap analysis by the FIRE partners supported by other stakeholders is highlighting a mix of
short and longer-term problem issues, some strategic and some tactical. The gap analysis
below draws on all the supporting information above and:


Groups and prioritise needs (functions/ solutions)



Relates needs to R&D requirements
o

Potential R&D approaches to meet needs

o

Level of technical risk (high-medium-low) and potential benefits

o

Timescale (timescale to first pilot – technical demonstration in an operational
environment)
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Medium-term 3 to 5 years



Long-term 5 years+

Groups R&D requirements that address high priority needs into research areas suitable
for new research funding
o

The aim is to encourage promising activities and programmes.

G) RESEARCH AGENDA
The Research Agenda draws together inputs from the three stakeholder groups and contains:




Definition of a small number of “Key problem areas”
Detailed R&D questions to be posed to researchers in these areas
Outline of delivery mechanisms to ensure timeliness and relevance of research outputs.

Figure 7: Methodology, showing major influences

The Research Network made a key contribution in analysing gaps in capability and developing
R&D requirements.
The aim of identifying key problem areas which groups needs into a fairly small number of
headings is to:




Provide a taxonomy that is clear and meaningful (and agreeable) to stakeholders and
gives a framework that makes it easier for different stakeholder groups to jointly discuss
research priorities and suggest R&D topics. The number of problem areas was
deliberately chosen to be small (no more than 6-8) for this reason.
Provide a shared understanding of the problem space.
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The FIRE Research Agenda has been validated by over 150 stakeholders, drawn from users,
suppliers, research community and from the expertise of key members of the project, especially
the Advisory Board.
A total of 38 research topics meriting EC research funding support have been identified, that
address six broad categories of user research needs across the Energy, Finance, Health,
Government, and Mobile Communications sectors. As the EC R&D is financially constrained it is
important to specify which research topics the FIRE project would recommend as being of
particular importance. The top research priorities supported by at least 15% of the reviewers are
as follows, with the highest research priorities relating to the protection of privacy (1 and 2) and
protecting systems/ systems of systems including the Internet of Things (3 to 5):
1) Protecting Privacy in a ‘Big Data’ world
2) User empowered privacy
3) Assurance of systems (software, hardware and people)
4) Understanding and countering Systems of Systems vulnerabilities
5) Authentication of the Internet of Things
6) Incentivising information sharing on threats and attacks
7) Secure computation by processing on encrypted data
8) Usable Security for Engineers and End Users
9) Dynamic Multiple-Identity Management
10) Thinking like an attacker
11) Automated Program Analysis and Verification
These higher priority Topics are proposed for consideration in future research calls. Although
they were not marked as highly by the review workshops the other 26 research topics still merit
consideration for investment, as they address important user needs which are not necessarily
being covered by current programmes. FIRE research agenda outputs have already been
supplied to the Network and Information Security (NIS) Public Private Platform Working Groups
(WGs), focusing in particular on WG3, Secure ICT Research and Innovation. The findings of the
Platform will feed into Commission recommendations on cybersecurity to be adopted in
2014/15.

3 .3 .2 RTD Workshops
Project partners organized workshops and presented FIRE and the Research Agenda at thirdparty events. These workshops were organized nationally and the procedure of running the
workshops differed slightly in terms of audience and local culture.
In addition to this, project partners attended several meetings with members of the Research
Network and solicited comments. Meetings had different format including own organized events,
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presentations of the Research Agenda at other events or managing face to face meetings and
follow-up activities reaching out to the wider research networks. Specifically RN members were
asked if the topics included were each reasonable, adequately described and were asked to
rank them in importance. Each RN member was given up to 5 votes to allocate among the
topics. All comments were positive, in that all proposed topics were described as reasonable to
very important.
As it was mentioned previously in this document, six Research Themes emerged from review of
user needs and researcher comments on these needs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establishing trustworthy relationships
Information privacy, assurance and cyber security
Addressing implications of trends in scale and complexity
Encouraging and supporting appropriate user behaviour
Proving fitness for purpose
Cyber-physical system security

Using these grouped themes made it easier to discuss research topics, by providing a structure
to which attendees could relate their views of research challenges.
RN members were also asked if there were any important omissions and a small number of
additional topics have been suggested but not yet peer-reviewed. Finally they were requested to
supply any other observations and some helpful observations regarding commonality between
three topics have been received.

3 .3 .3 I dentification of opportunities for collaborative research with other
countries beyond Europe
Those countries include United States, Japan, China, India, Korea, Russia, Saudi Arabia and
South America. For each of these, research priorities on cybersecurity and main entities
defining these strategies were identified, together with their approach for funding this research
and, finally, collaborative opportunities.
Partners started from existing information gathered in work packages 4 and 5 on national and
regional cluster activities, and integrated two research approaches:
-

Desk research to identify available resources and mechanisms to support
internationalization of SMEs in Spain, Germany, UK, Belgium and Czech Republic.

-

Interviews with SMEs and responsible people involved in internationalization support
instruments, to identify the impact of such approaches and the experiences of SMEs
trying to reach overseas markets.

The following topics were analyzed in detail:
-

Research collaboration opportunities, funded inside or outside Europe

-

Available instruments in Europe for supporting the internationalization of European
SMEs’ products and services in Trustworthy ICT
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-

Barriers to Global exploitation, experienced by EU organisations

-

Recommendations to policy makers for improvement
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3.4 WP5 – Improve Innovation Pull-through
The objective of work package 5 is to improve innovation pull-through from EU research and
technological development to products / services within and between major ICT Security
Clusters.
This WP exchanges information on how the different clusters stimulate and improve RTD pullthrough and identify common barriers and best practices to achieve pull-through. These best
practices were used to guide the pan-Cluster strategy development activities in WP4.

3 .4 .1 Exchange information on how clusters stimulate and improve RTD pullthrough
Guidelines for clusters on how to stimulate and improve Innovation pull-through were presented;
not only for increasing ICT security awareness, and increasing the competitiveness of the
industry, but mainly by supporting the use of trustworthy ICT, which will be highly valued by end
users.
The followed working process can be divided in three stages, as it is mentioned below.
The first stage of the work was a desk research. The key element for searching relevant data
was the practices of improving the innovation pull-through. The second main aspect was the
industry, because the ICT has its own boundaries and specialities. Unfortunately not so many
ICT clusters and strategic alliances have the information about the improving innovation pullthrough to share, so the inspiration was taken also from the other industries, at this stage.
Most relevant study cases were:
1. Construction EU clusters
2. Financial Service Cluster, Hong Kong
3. Digital Media and Creative Industries, Scotland and UK
4. Salmon Industry Cluster, Chile
5. Biotech Cluster, Montreal
6. e-business cluster, New Brunswick
The second stage of the work was the Partners’ Data Collection. This stage was done from
different but connected point of views.
Firstly, the key data about each cluster and its cooperation with the other entities in terms of
R&D was collected. These data were enhanced with opinions about the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats in terms of industry R&D cooperation. Further, the opinion about the
identified barriers of cooperation between industry and R&D institution was added.
Secondly, more detailed information was collected. This information was about the premises
identified at stage 1 and discussed with partners, but looking more deeply at specific clusters
and their activities. To improve the innovation pull-through of the cluster, the business model
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and the activities of R&D of the cluster have to be known. Both bring core issues for the
guidelines. These two topics were also collected at this stage, stage 2.
Finally, the third stage of work was two brainstorming sessions, held in the meetings in Brno
(February) and In Tallinn in June. Following these meetings, the report assigned to this task
was enhanced and populated with additional inputs received from other clusters and with
developments and ideas from the partner clusters.
It was identified six main enablers that stimulate innovation pull-through. These enablers are:
-

Anchor company

-

Networking

-

Human Capital

-

Region cooperation

-

Events (organizing/participating)

-

Awareness building

On the other side, based on the desk research and interview with clusters managers, the main
barriers to innovation pull-through were also identified and are also discussed in the report.

3 .4 .2 I dentification of common barriers and best practices to achieve pullthrough
This task started with developing analysis for capturing and best practices analysis within
clusters and from other cluster environments. The goal was – after the identification – to
produce the recommendations for policy makers, funding agencies and clusters/other networks.
Partners worked to obtain partner clusters barriers and challenges, in order to be able to identify
commonalities. Suggestions were also made towards other cluster models for their innovation
achievements.
Each partner collected and analysed the information about Regional experience and about the
clusters situation, using the following questions:
-

How does the country support clusters and why?

-

For each selected cluster: What do they do, how do they fit within the national
framework (national government support, regional support, private sector input, etc.),
what individual attributes do they consider in measuring success, and how successful
are they at them.

Partners also collected information about barriers, such as what are the barriers, how
successful have clusters been at addressing the barriers, if they were successful, how did they
address it, if not what would help.
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New clusters were identified and a list of potential clusters for this task was prepared.
Representative clusters beyond the partner regions were identified in Austria, Hungary,
Slovenia, Slovakia and Poland. The approach was to contact the identified cluster manager and
perform a narrative interview. This was followed by an analysis of the data obtained and
recommendations of how to achieve pull through and overcome common barriers.
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3.5 WP6 – Business Strategy to address Societal Concerns
The objective of work package 6 is to improve business strategies in major ICT Security
Clusters to take account of societal concerns. In a first step, this work package analyses
existing EU activities (studies, RTD, implementation measures, pilots) to understand societal
impact of ICT and how legal / privacy issues affect business opportunities. Then, this work
package will run dissemination events across clusters to help businesses develop effective
business strategies that address societal concerns.

3 .5 .1 Analyse existing EU activities ( studies, RTD, implementation measures,
pilots) to understand societal impact of I CT and how legal / privacy
issues affect business opportunities
Existing EU activities to understand the societal impact of ICT, its effect of legal / privacy issues
on business opportunities, and the key barriers to user acceptance of technical developments
were analyzed. Within clusters, it aims to identify key players and activities on ethics, privacy,
legal and social issues, etc.
So, partners reviewed EU activities addressing societal concerns about legal / privacy issues
arising from ICT developments and planned the approach for addressing social concerns in
FIRE project.
The bounds for the task were proposed in order to provide most value to the businesses
represented by project partners, as well as other European enterprises. As a result, the partners
decided to concentrate on actual studies of technology use, where some experiments have
already been performed, the societal impact of the technologies has been measured and based
on this, the business implications of the technology have been analyzed. So, a candidate list of
11 projects (mainly FP7 Trust and Security, CIP ICT Policy Support Programme) to study in the
forthcoming months was compiled. The projects were chosen according to their proximity to
actual use experience: actual implementation experience was prioritized over interviews with
users and other similar methods which, in turn, were prioritized over expert assessments about
users' needs and wants.
Together to this, analysis methodology was chosen and collected data were analysed to
understand societal impacts and related issues. A new member with background in the societal
sciences then joined the team. Once the first draft report was available, all the partners sent
their feedback to the task leader.
According to the study, seven main types of barriers were detected:
1. Exclusion of end-users from development;
2. Incompatibility with the existing user context;
3. The adoption entailing too much uncertainty;
4. No perceived need for the technology;
5. Insufficient communication;
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6. Lack of usability;
7. Lack of trust.
Based on this mapping six suggestions are made to reduce social barriers to privacy/ securityrelated ICT adoption in medium and long term:
1. Industry: There is no single recipe to facilitate the adoption process. A customized
approach is needed in each case. In the selection of cases observed and analysed
yielded a substantial variation in terms of the scope of the project, commercial maturity,
technological maturity, overall function(s), intended context of use etc.
2. Industry-science interaction: Sociological knowledge about the evolution of
technological artefacts and systems should be integrated into the development of new
products. It is notable that whereas various techniques of user involvement were
enthusiastically used in the projects, the discussion about the appropriateness of these
techniques lacked references to the social context of their deployment.
3. Industry-science interaction: The attempts to reduce social barriers to privacy/securityrelated ICTs should be based on explicit considerations of the phase of development of
the technologies in question. If the dynamics of technology differ from one phase to
another then it is sensible to presume that the appropriate measures to facilitate the
development and adoption of ICT solutions should also vary accordingly. In other
words, depending on the particular phase of development different barriers become
relevant and therefore different strategies should be considered. For instance, usability
assessment may not be relevant for every technological development process.
4. Industry-science interaction: The industry needs to approach the researchers (of the
social) with specific questions in mind in order to ensure the co-evolution of theories of
technological dynamics and the integration of this knowledge into product development.
While stimulating ideas and exploratory research abound, systematic bodies of work
testing very specific claims across various contexts are often incomplete or missing
altogether. This issue might be resolved if the industry approached the researchers
(sociologists of technology) with quite particular and specific problem agendas.
5. European Commission: Future project proposals should contain sections explicitly
outlining reasons whether and why user involvement would be considered necessary
(or not). It is a personal observation of the author of this research that 'user involvement'
has recently become a fashionable topic. It is not at all far-fetched to conclude that
phrases such as this are being rhetorically employed in various project proposals to
appeal to the evaluators.
6. Science: Further research on ICTs and trust is needed. Although trust and ICTs is a
topic that has certainly garnered some attention, the lack of trust still keeps emerging as
one of the major barriers to adoption. This indicates that either our understanding of
ICT-related trust issues is still incomplete or the cross-fertilization between scientific
findings and product development is yet to happen.
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Research Agenda
4 .1 .1 EC Research Recommendations
A total of 38 research topics meriting EC research funding support have been identified in the
FIRE Research Agenda, that address six broad categories of user research need across the
Energy, Finance, Health, Government, Mobile Communications and Government sectors. As
EC R&D is financially constrained it is important to specify which research topics the FIRE
project would recommend as being of particular importance. The top research priorities
supported by at least 15% of the reviewers are as follows, with the highest research priorities
relating to the protection of privacy (1 and 2) and protecting systems/ systems of systems
including the Internet of Things (3 to 5):
1) Protecting Privacy in a ‘Big Data’ world
2) User empowered privacy
3) Assurance of systems (software, hardware and people)
4) Understanding and countering Systems of Systems vulnerabilities
5) Authentication of the Internet of Things
6) Incentivising information sharing on threats and attacks
7) Secure computation by processing on encrypted data
8) Usable Security for Engineers and End Users
9) Dynamic Multiple-Identity Management
10) Thinking like an attacker
11) Automated Program Analysis and Verification
We propose these higher priority Topics for consideration in future research calls. Although they
were not marked as highly by the review workshops the other 26 research topics still merit
consideration for investment, as they address important user needs which are not necessarily
being covered by current programmes. FIRE research agenda outputs have already been
supplied to the Network and Information Security (NIS) Public Private Platform Working Groups
(WGs), focusing in particular on WG3, Secure ICT Research and Innovation. The findings of the
Platform will feed into Commission recommendations on cybersecurity to be adopted in
2014/15.
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4 .1 .2 EC Programme Contract M echanism and I nstrument Recommendations
Industry and Research stakeholders have also made recommendations on how EU
Programmes and their contract instruments could be improved to help bridge the gap between
EU researchers and EU Industry. FIRE recommendations to EC stakeholders on potential
changes to EC contract mechanisms and new programme instruments/ actions are summarised
below.
1) Speed and flexibility
Suggestions for the EC to consider include:



Letting a framework contract where the strategy is agreed but the Statement of Work for
Years 2 and 3 is agreed in the first year, possibly with additional partners.
The EC could make more use of ‘open access’ mechanisms within projects where bids
include provision to fund new players to address specific challenges arising in the project.
Such mechanisms are being used in a limited number of Horizon 2020 LEIT programme
projects, and shorter-term 6-12 month feasibility studies with limited numbers of partners
have been carried out within some EC JTI projects.

2) Mechanisms to encourage exploitation
Suggestions for the EC to consider include:







Sell all IPR from an EC funded project to others if not exploited by the project team after,
say, 2 years.
Help project members “cross the chasm” (between research working prototypes and
technology ready for the market) with funds taken from the research programme or
elsewhere.
Offer teams that do exploit R&D a bonus point in assessment of their next bid.
Allow training of staff (e.g. researchers seconded to manufacturers during projects,
researchers trained in manufacturing techniques and tools) as a legitimate project cost.
Make review of exploitation plans a more important part of each project, carrying out a strict
review of exploitation plans halfway through EC projects that are aimed at taking new
technologies to market. This will help to ensure that plans are viable and that SME
innovations in projects are built into LE exploitation plans

3) Delivery in EU R&D projects.
The EC should consider adding provision for contractually binding delivery commitments within
(some) EC projects to enforce delivery.
4) Action to help Researchers think like an Attacker
A support action could be considered that takes EC funded trustworthy ICT lines of research
and carries out ‘red-team’ tests of concepts to enhance their security characteristics.
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5) Incentivising information sharing on threats and attacks
A programme which incentivises researchers and users to work together to monitor and analyse
real-time network data on data theft, data loss, leakages and privacy infringements and assess
its business impact should be considered.
6) LEA-Industry-Research Collaboration in modelling of Cyber-Criminal operations
A collaborative Industry/ LEA/ Research initiative is needed to produce suitable cyber-criminal
operations models, regularly updated, that can be used by researchers and LEAs developing
new solutions (from cyber security measures to law enforcement action). These threat models
are particularly important for the Finance sector and sectors using SCADA systems (e.g.
Energy, Defence) and other Industrial Control Systems, but will also benefit the wider set of
online businesses which are vulnerable to such criminal operations.
7) Provision of Threat datasets for research to enhance security
A collaborative Industry/ LEA/ Research initiative is needed to produce suitable threat datasets,
anonymised as appropriate and regularly updated, that can be used by researchers developing
new solutions for testing purposes.
8) Researcher-User-Finance Brokerage Action in Trustworthy ICT
A project to help technology developers make contact with users, develop business cases, and
make contact with sources of private finance to pull technologies through, similar to the COWIN
coordination and support action (for smart systems technologies) but in Trustworthy ICT, could
be helpful.
9) Actions to create a new ‘EU’ regulatory environment
At present suppliers thinking of supplying across the EU have to map regulations in separate
countries back to compare them with their own countries’ regulations. Would it be possible to
create an ‘EU’ regulatory environment which would allow e.g. cloud-hosting to take place
according to ‘EU’ rules, and create one additional regulatory environment (on top of the 27
national EU regulatory frameworks) that companies in any EU country could choose to comply
with?

4 .1 .3 Regional I T Security Research Collaboration O pportunities
The FIRE project partners have identified the key issues that each region needs to address to
enhance its IT security capability and competitiveness, and the resulting IT security research
priorities.
The following key issues are important to all the regions:






Physical control systems (in particular SCADA)
Certification (Standards)
State Legislation (and voluntary measures)
Strategy and Funding
Skill shortage/ training/ education
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Capabilities and Market (Supply chain reliance on the US)
Business Case (to justify investment in new solutions)
SMEs

Areas of joint strength in two or more regions where cooperation could give mutual benefit, and
areas where some regions have strengths other regions could benefit from, have been
identified. The most promising opportunities for joint EU work by the FIRE partners that would
be of mutual benefit were agreed to be in Critical Infrastructure Protection, in particular Physical
Control Systems (including SCADA), and the new Internet of Things, with Energy as an
important priority e.g. Smart Grids/ Smart Meters. The FIRE partners have agreed priorities for
inter-region collaboration to be taken forward through national and EU programmes, listed
below.
1) Critical infrastructure protection/ physical control systems (including SCADA)
The FIRE partners will investigate on behalf of their regions (outside the FIRE project) the
scope for joint research projects to address common Physical Control System (including
SCADA) vulnerabilities e.g. in Energy. Research funding opportunities include Horizon 2020/
Secure Societies Programme - DS-3-2015: The role of ICT in Critical Infrastructure Protection.
2) Internet of Things/ smart grids and meters
The FIRE partners will investigate on behalf of their regions (outside the FIRE project) the
scope for joint research projects that can build on German experience in smart grids and smart
meters to help develop new EU IT security solutions to address smart grid/ smart meter security
and privacy challenges. Research funding opportunities include Horizon 2020/ Secure Societies
Programme - DRS-12-2015: Critical Infrastructure “smart grid” protection and resilience under
“smart meters” threats.

4 .1 .4 I nternational Research Collaboration O pportunities
The World Cyber Security Summit in Belfast in March 2014 gave an opportunity to share views
on Trustworthy ICT research priorities with the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the
Korean Information and Security Agency (KISA), EU government agencies e.g. Estonian
Information Systems Authority, and global Industry leaders in the field. The most striking
research synergies that emerged in discussion were in Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) where
the development of solutions is still at an early Technology Readiness Level. There are many
important applications but the science and the market are not mature, giving good opportunities
for EU/ US collaboration without causing concerns about EU competitiveness being damaged.
The science bases in the EU and US are both strong and both communities can learn from
each other.
The Department of Homeland Security is developing an applied research programme in Cyber
Physical Systems security to build on US National Science Foundation (NSF) research work,
already works with international partners in joint research programmes, and would be open to
collaboration with EU funded projects in this field.
Korean government and industry
organisations already work with EU partners in CPS security e.g. Queens University Belfast
Centre for Secure Information Technologies (CSIT), and also see this area as an important
challenge.
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There are good opportunities for EU research collaboration in Cyber Physical System security
with the US and Korea in applications of common concern e.g. Energy, Transport. The FIRE
partners will therefore investigate on behalf of their regions (outside the FIRE project) the scope
for them to initiate EU research project collaboration in Cyber Physical System security with the
US and Korea in relevant applications. Research funding opportunities include the Electronic
Components and Systems for European Leadership (ECSEL) Joint Undertaking.

4.2 Clusters
4 .2 .1 O verall recommendations to address innovation barriers
Analysis of the barriers to research pull-through and innovation and the solutions developed by
high-performing clusters has highlighted recommendations to clusters and their management to
achieve greater impact. Table 3 below makes recommendations supported by best practice
examples from high-performing clusters. In some cases the analysis has also highlighted
recommendations to policy makers and universities/ research institutes to tackle issues that are
outside the control of clusters. These are also listed. Recommendations to Industry are not
considered, as individual companies should make their own decisions on engaging with other
organisations to fit their commercial interests and it may not be appropriate for them to do so
under some circumstances. In contrast, Clusters, Policy Makers and Universities/ Research
Institutes are specifically encouraged to collaborate with other organisations and there are
incentives for them to do so.
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Barrier
1. Researchers
finding industry partner
to exploit their work.

2. Industry finding
research partner with
expertise they need.

3. Research partner
supporting Industry in
timescale needed for
market.
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Recommendations


Universities - Encourage strategic links with Industry using innovative business models e.g. UK CSIT open innovation
model.



Universities - Use links to Clusters to connect to supply chain partners e.g. LSEC (BE) validation, exploitation and
dissemination services for Universities/ Research Institutes.



Clusters - Organize Working Groups/ Special Interest Groups for interactive sharing of knowledge and disruptive
technical solutions against clearly defined themes e.g. TeleTrust (DE), LSEC (BE) and ADS (UK) Working Groups.



Clusters - Develop comprehensive database of research capabilities and encourage industry to subscribe e.g. UK ADS
‘Academic Market Place’.



Universities - Identify and publicise clear (single) Point of Contact (PoC) for (initial) industry-university liaison that SMEs
can easily identify and approach e.g. UK CSIT.



Clusters – Integrating leading research institutes effectively into the Cluster so that they cooperate with Industry and
with each other makes it easier for Industry members to access the technical expertise and skills they need, while the
research institutes find it easier to connect to and work with Industry e.g. German Cool Silicon and Software Clusters,
Sirris (BE).



Universities - Develop mechanism to allow universities to respond quickly to short-term industry needs e.g. UK CSIT.



Clusters - Facilitate short-term collaboration (e.g. joint studies, outsourcing, incubator projects) e.g. German Electric
Mobility South-West Cluster.



Clusters - Provide coordination and exchange of relevant information to synchronize industry roadmaps (product
development) and research projects (funding timescale) e.g. ITS-OWL (DE) Cluster.
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Barrier

Recommendations

4. Access for
innovative SMEs to
industry-oriented
resources/infrastructure
for proof of concept and
prototyping.



Clusters - Provide shared open access infrastructure for proof of concept testing by SMEs and access to tools for SMEs
e.g. Cool Silicon Cluster (DE), LSEC SaaS-ification Programme facilitating access to SaaS capability by small
independent software providers.

5. Industry finding
supply chain partners.



Clusters - Seek to recruit as Cluster members large companies, medium sized companies and SMEs covering the full
supply chain ecosystem in areas related to the Clusters’ interests. If the full ecosystem gets actively involved in Cluster
activities companies find it far easier to find the partners they need to develop new products and services and take them
to market e.g. LSEC (BE), Electric Mobility South-West Cluster (DE), ADS (UK).



Clusters - Set up events and networking opportunities focused around important customer challenges and Industry
needs, supported by policy makers and other key stakeholders (potential partners, customers etc), to draw in members
e.g. LSEC (BE), ADS (UK) and eSEC (ES) Clusters provide highly effective supply chain networking opportunities in the
security field.



Clusters – Facilitate early relationships with customers, during the development phase, in co-creation models, to
encourage early adoption and risk mitigation e.g. ITS-OWL (DE) Cluster. This can be supported using business to
business brokering events where suppliers and potential exploitation partners and customers are carefully matched.



Clusters - Provide analysis, support and marketing assistance for products/services in early stage of market
development, helping to identify window of opportunity for market introduction e.g. Software Cluster (DE), LSEC (BE),
ADS (UK).



Clusters - Increase visibility of leading-edge innovations coming from SMEs to industry, e.g. eSEC (ES) capability
brochure.



Policy Makers – Public investment in cluster activities can yield significant benefits in terms of economic
competitiveness, and should be considered in cases where there are new or rapidly changing markets (growing or
declining), as effective clusters provide an efficient means to access national and regional supply chains. Examples

6. Industry finding
new markets and early
adopter customers for
new products/services.
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Barrier

Recommendations
include:

7. Helping members
access public and
private R&D funding.

8. Helping SMEs
access the government
market.
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o

Funding programmes administered by Clusters to introduce innovative technologies and improve technology
management in the supply chain e.g. UK NATEP programme administered by ADS.

o

Funding Trade-shows/ Exhibitions (fully or partially) administered by Clusters to help industry access new and
rapidly changing markets e.g. UKTI support of international industry exhibitions in cyber security.

o

Funding Clusters directly where there are emerging market opportunities in areas that are important to policy
makers, but where the market and supply chain ecosystem are immature and support is needed for industry to
effectively address the challenge e.g. Electric Mobility South-West Cluster (DE) funded by the state of BadenWuerttemberg.



Clusters - Provide updated regular information on R&D grant opportunities tailored to members’ needs e.g. eSEC (ES).



Clusters - Provide consultancy services to support SMEs with guidance on appropriate grant funding sources for their
needs (R&D, export support etc) and support for the application process e.g. eSEC (ES), LSEC (BE).



Clusters – Work closely with public and private funding bodies and manage programmes to provide innovative SMEs
with easier access to financial resources (e.g. venture capital, public and private funding for R&D) e.g. UK CSIT and
ADS, LSEC (BE).



Policy Makers – Fund and promulgate market research in Trustworthy ICT and the development of case studies on
security and privacy breaches to help SMEs make the business case for investment in new products and services and
help investors decide where it is appropriate to invest e.g. ADS (UK).



Clusters - Promote the instrument of pre-commercial procurement to encourage joint development, prototyping and pilot
systems e.g. TeleTrust (DE).



Policy Makers - Policy makers should support and encourage SME-focused clusters (as opposed to clusters led by
Large Enterprises or Universities where SMEs play a limited role) to give SMEs more influence and joint capacity and
make it easier to interact with SMEs on access to government markets e.g. Malvern Cyber Security Cluster (UK).
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Barrier

Recommendations
Supporting and encouraging SME-focused clusters that focus on common challenges that the SMEs cannot address by
themselves, creates clusters where the members are willing to contribute to address common goals in a self-sustaining
way without significant external funding e.g. UK Cyber Security Forum supported by UK Government to support new
regional SME-focused clusters.

9.

Cluster viability.

10. Cluster model that
allows cash-limited
innovators to
participate and access
cluster benefits.

11. Getting and
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Clusters – Clusters need to finance themselves through a diverse range of funding sources (public funding, membership
fees, income generated from chargeable services, other sources e.g. CSIT (UK), LSEC (BE), SIRRIS (BE).



Clusters - In cases where Clusters have a clear focus in technology and business terms and can concentrate their
efforts and resources they can achieve a greater impact e.g. Cool Silicon (DE), Electric Mobility South-West (DE),
Malvern Cyber Security Cluster (UK). Clusters with a broad range of responsibilities can still achieve such impact where
they set up clearly defined Special Interest Groups/ Working Groups where Industry leaders are actively involved e.g.
TeleTrust (DE), ADS (UK).



Policy/ Makers – Public Authorities that want to encourage international, national and regional competitiveness using
Clusters need to provide some funding to ‘pump-prime’ new cluster activities, especially if they want to use clusters to
support the growth of new businesses and encourage SME growth. There are very few successful clusters that have
developed without initial public funding support (Malvern Cyber Security Cluster in the UK is an exception). Successful
Clusters will be able to reduce this public funding dependence over time, to an extent that will be determined by the
roles and functions that the Clusters aim to undertake.



Clusters - New early stage innovative SMEs need to be encouraged to participate in cluster activities with low or
preferably no membership fees for at least the first two years e.g. Malvern Cyber Security Cluster (UK), Software
Cluster (DE). Discounts for associate membership may also be used to lower the barrier for new members and SMEs in
particular e.g. TeleTrust (DE), CSIT (UK), LSEC (BE).



Policy Makers – Policy Makers should consider actively supporting and encouraging SMEs to participate in Clusters in
areas where they set a high priority on innovation and growth, such as funding development schemes for innovators
within Clusters.



Clusters - An active events programme on relevant new topics focused around Industry challenges and new markets
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Barrier
maintaining other
stakeholder
involvement
(Customers, policy
makers, nonmembers).

12. Managing differing
needs from diverse
range of members.
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Recommendations
can be used to draw in members and other key stakeholders (partners, customers, policy makers) that need to
collaborate on tackling these issues e.g. LSEC (BE) and ADS (UK) events and activities.


Clusters - Involve stakeholders (industry) directly in the governance of the cluster, which, together with dedicated teams
and experts working for the cluster, should provide a focus aligned with industry’s needs. In cases where Large/ Anchor
Companies in the Cluster Region commit to the success of the Cluster in terms of funding (which demonstrates
commitment) and governance (actively guiding the Cluster in management terms to meet Industry needs) it is much
easier to attract and retain new members and maintain a critical mass of co-operating research, technology and
product/ service capabilities e.g. Software Cluster (DE), CSIT (UK).



Clusters - Clusters that work to actively influence Government policy and help to shape Government initiatives (at
international, national and regional level) can help to address issues that while being outside their direct control have an
important impact on their members and the Industries that they support e.g. ADS (UK), eSEC (ES), LSEC (BE), Malvern
Cyber Security Cluster (UK), NSMC (CZ).



Clusters - Management impartiality can be clearly demonstrated by having a cluster management team independent of
any of the involved companies e.g. Electric Mobility Cluster South-West (DE). Active management involvement of large/
anchor companies can benefit the Cluster through ensuring greater commercial impact e.g. CSIT (UK). However, there
is a risk that a large company exerting undue influence over a cluster could lead to conflicts of interest and lack of
impartiality and act as a deterrent to other companies involving themselves in cluster activities. It is important to ensure
that Cluster Procedures are clear and public, and that the activity of the management team is neutral (competent in the
field and representing the interests of all members) though not necessarily publicised, in order to protect confidentiality.
The German Software Cluster and UK CSIT Cluster are good examples of best practice.



Clusters - Cluster management services should include the coordination of expert groups, providing diversification and
fair balance in supporting the business needs of cluster members, and also providing a clear focus for cluster activities
e.g. ADS (UK), TeleTrust (DE).



Clusters – Clusters should explore opportunities for collaboration with clusters operating in different fields with joint
interests/synergies which offer new opportunities for broader cost-effective services to their members, e.g. ADS (UK)
working with TechUK (high-tech cluster), LSEC (BE) working with Agoria (BE) (Technology Industry Federation) and
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Barrier

Recommendations
TNO (NL).

13. Resource
constraints.

14. Proactive
involvement in driving
and supporting
innovation.



Clusters - Offering members services such as consulting for company founders, technology transfer, location marketing
and trade mark-/industrial property rights, can add value. However it is important to control the costs of these services to
members e.g. Software Cluster (DE). The cluster organization needs to adapt quickly to changing requirements,
supporting lean management, structural flexibility and low maintenance overhead. The portfolio of cluster services can
be reduced in order to keep required resources on a sensible level e.g. ADS (UK).



Clusters - Additional offerings beyond core cluster roles may be organized as paid services or sponsored by anchor
companies e.g. Electric Mobility South-West (DE).



Clusters - Clusters should explore ways to form agreements with the commercial Members to participate in the future
gains from cluster activities, including developing spin-offs, with the cluster and / or individual Members participating e.g.
SIRRIS (BE).



Clusters – It is possible for Clusters to participate in innovation development and drive innovation by identifying potential
gaps and challenges and organising activities to bring different perspectives together e.g. LSEC (BE). Clusters should
organise themselves to take different roles, and act upon them, communicating those to their stakeholders, and creating
and managing channels to receive inputs and developing ways to link members into projects who can lead them where
appropriate.



Clusters - Get support from specialized organisations (publicly and privately funded), focusing on innovation
management, technology transfer and consulting services, who act as intermediaries between SMEs and research
organizations and can supplement the activities that Clusters are able to resource e.g. CSIT (UK) working with Invest
Northern Ireland, LSEC (BE) working with Innovatiecentrum Vlaanderen, Innoviris and AWE.



Clusters – Provide strategic guidance and support in research project definition and development e.g. eSEC (ES).

Table 3: Recommendations to Clusters, Policy Makers and Universities/ Research Institutes on tackling innovation barriers
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4 .2 .2 Recommendations for Cluster M anagers
The focus of this study is on Cluster best practice in supporting innovation pull-through, and
lessons that can be shared across Clusters operating in areas relating to Trustworthy ICT and
help to improve Cluster performance across Europe. Recommendations to improve research
pull-through and commercial impact that address the innovation barriers identified in this study
are described below. The structure used to capture these detailed Cluster recommendations is
based on performance indicator headings used by ESCA for measuring cluster management
excellence used in other cluster work, namely:
1) Cluster Structure/ Composition
2) Cluster Management and Governance/ Strategy of the Cluster Organisation
3) Financing of the Cluster Management
4) Services provided by the Cluster Organisation
4.1 – Acquisition of Funding
4.2 – Collaborative Technology Development
4.3 – Information, Matchmaking and Exchange of Experience
4.4 – Matchmaking and Networking with External Partners/ Promotion of Cluster
Location and Members
The recommendations are recorded against these headings below, with the main innovation
barriers they address (as numbered in Table 9) shown in brackets. Specific examples of best
practice are cited so that Cluster Managers can liaise with the high performing clusters to find
out more about the approaches they use in areas of interest.
CLUSTER STRUCTURE/ COMPOSITION
1) Recruit Full Supply Chain Ecosystem. [5] Seek to recruit as Cluster members large
companies, medium sized companies and SMEs covering the full supply chain ecosystem in
areas related to the Clusters’ interests. If the full ecosystem gets actively involved in Cluster
activities companies find it far easier to find the partners they need to develop new products and
services and take them to market. The Belgian LSEC Cluster, German Electric Mobility SouthWest Cluster and UK ADS Cluster are good examples of this.
2) Integration of leading Research Institutes. [2] Integrating leading research institutes
effectively into the Cluster so that they cooperate with Industry and with each other makes it
easier for Industry members to access the technical expertise and skills they need, while the
research institutes find it easier to connect to and work with Industry. The German Cool Silicon
and Software Clusters and Belgian Sirris Cluster are good examples of this.
3) Low Fees for start-ups and other SMEs. [10] New early stage innovative SMEs need to be
encouraged to participate in cluster activities with low or preferably no membership fees for at
least the first two years e.g. UK Malvern Cyber Security Cluster (no fees) and German Software
Cluster (private funding comes from large anchor companies supplemented by modest service
charges). Discounts for associate membership may also be used to lower the barrier for new
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members and SMEs in particular e.g. TeleTrust IT Security Association (DE) and LSEC (BE)
charges lower rates for start-up SMEs and CSIT (UK) charges lower fees for Industry
Associates than for full Industry members of the Industrial Advisory Board.
CLUSTER MANAGEMENT
ORGANISATION

AND

GOVERNANCE/

STRATEGY

OF

THE

CLUSTER

4) Balanced Commitment from Large/ Small/ Anchor Companies in Cluster Governance.
[1,11] Involve stakeholders (industry) directly in the governance of the cluster, which, together
with dedicated teams and experts working for the cluster, should provide a focus aligned with
industry’s needs. In cases where Large/ Anchor Companies in the Cluster Region commit to the
success of the Cluster in terms of funding (which demonstrates commitment) and governance
(actively guiding the Cluster in management terms to meet Industry needs) it is much easier to
attract and retain new members and maintain a critical mass of co-operating research,
technology and product/ service capabilities. This must be managed appropriately to ensure
that large companies do not act in a way that deters involvement of others. The German
Software Cluster, UK CSIT and UK ADS Clusters are good examples of best practice.
5) Focus in Technology and Business Terms. [9] In cases where Clusters have a clear focus
in technology and business terms and can concentrate their efforts and resources they can
achieve a greater impact. The German Cool Silicon (energy efficient electronics and ICT) and
Electric Mobility South-West Clusters are good examples of this, as is the UK Malvern Cyber
Security Cluster where the focus is on the interests of SMEs in the region. Clusters with a broad
range of responsibilities can still achieve such impact where they set up clearly defined Special
Interest Groups/ Working Groups where Industry leaders are actively involved. Such groups are
an effective way of stimulating cooperation between Cluster members. Good examples are
those run by the German TeleTrust IT Security Association and the UK ADS Cluster.
6) Public and Impartial (Neutral) Management Procedures. [12] Management impartiality
can be clearly demonstrated by having a cluster management team independent of any of the
involved companies e.g. Electric Mobility Cluster South-West (DE), but active management
involvement of large/ anchor companies can also benefit the Cluster through ensuring greater
commercial impact e.g. UK CSIT Cluster. To enable effective participation of Cluster members it
is important to ensure that Cluster Procedures are clear and public, and that the activity of the
management team is neutral (competent in the field and representing the interests of all
members) though not necessarily publicised, in order to protect confidentiality.
7) Establish clear role(s) in stimulating innovation. [14] It is possible for Clusters to
participate in innovation development and drive innovation by identifying potential gaps and
challenges and organising activities to bring different perspectives together e.g. LSEC (BE)
events focused on trustworthy ICT challenges to business such as mobile communications.
Clusters should organise themselves to take different roles, and act upon them, communicating
those to their stakeholders and creating and managing channels to receive inputs and
developing ways to link members into projects who can lead them where appropriate e.g. eSEC
(BE). The UK SITC Cluster (now dormant) was very successful at stimulating new innovations
across different parts of the supply chain.
FINANCING OF THE CLUSTER MANAGEMENT
8) Use Diverse Funding Sources. [9] Clusters that finance themselves through a diverse
range of funding sources (public funding, membership fees, income generated from chargeable
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services, other sources e.g. in-kind non-cash support such as provision of exhibition space at
tradeshows), such as the UK CSIT Cluster and Belgian LSEC and SIRRIS Clusters face a more
stable and sustainable financial situation for the cluster management and delivery of services
than those that do not.
9) Provide Member Services that they value but cost effectively. [13] Offering members
services such as consulting for company founders, technology transfer, location marketing and
trade mark-/industrial property rights, can add value. However it is important to control the costs
of these services to members, e.g. Software Cluster (DE) has developed a business model
where funding from 30 anchor companies and public funding (federal/ regional) enables the
revenue from service charges to be kept low to provide more affordable support. The cluster
organization needs to adapt quickly to changing requirements, supporting lean management,
structural flexibility and low maintenance overhead. The portfolio of cluster services can be
reduced in order to keep required resources on a sensible level e.g. the UK ADS Cluster
streamlined its services in 2013 to reflect the results of a membership survey detailing what
members found of value, in 2012.
10) Sponsorship from Corporate Members to support Services. [13] Additional offerings
beyond core cluster roles may be organized as paid services or sponsored by anchor
companies e.g. German Electric Mobility South-West Cluster resource contributions by
corporate members to cover expenses for value-added services and project consulting.
11) Commercial agreements on gains from Cluster Activities. [13] Clusters should explore
ways to form agreements with the commercial Members to participate in the future gains from
cluster activities, including developing spin-offs, with the cluster and / or individual Members
participating e.g. SIRRIS (BE) Cluster undertakes collaborative research projects with
companies that wish to share the risk and reward from the potential innovations.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE CLUSTER ORGANISATION
- ACQUISITION OF FUNDING
12) Regular Updates on R&D Grant Opportunities. [7] Provide updated regular information
on R&D grant opportunities tailored to members’ needs e.g. eSEC (ES) promulgation of national
and EU R&D opportunities and support for collaborative project development.
13) Consultancy to help SMEs access Grant Funding. [7] Provide consultancy services to
support SMEs with guidance on appropriate grant funding sources for their needs (R&D, export
support etc) and support for the application process e.g. eSEC and LSEC support to SMEs with
specific research needs.
14) Co-operate with Funding Bodies and manage programmes to help SMEs access
Finance. [7] Work closely with public and private funding bodies to provide innovative SMEs
with easier access to financial resources (e.g. venture capital, public and private funding for
R&D) e.g. UK CSIT Cluster’s close cooperation with Invest Northern Ireland and US private
finance organisations helps provide funding routes for new SME innovations that CSIT is
supporting, and ADS manages a national R&D programme in aerospace (NATEP).
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- COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
15) Facilitate Joint Cluster Member Projects. [3] Facilitate short-term collaboration (e.g. joint
studies, outsourcing, incubator projects) e.g. German Electric Mobility South-West Cluster
provides assistance for co-funding arrangements between cluster members for joint projects.
16) Align Industry Product Roadmaps with Research Projects. [3] Provide coordination and
exchange of relevant information to synchronize industry roadmaps (product development) and
research projects (funding timescale) e.g. ITS-OWL (DE) Cluster organises close-to market
activities to enhance strategic roadmaps and product development planning.
17) Enable SME Access to Infrastructure and Tools. [4] Provide shared open access
infrastructure for proof of concept testing by SMEs and access to tools for SMEs e.g. Cool
Silicon Cluster facilitates access to specialised research facilities in Dresden, Chemnitz
Universities etc, LSEC facilitates access to SaaS for small independent Software Vendors.
- INFORMATION, MATCHMAKING AND EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE
18) Run Expert Groups to provide balanced support across the membership and
stimulate cooperation. [1,12] Cluster management services should include the coordination of
expert groups, providing diversification and fair balance in supporting the business needs of
cluster members, and also providing a clear focus for cluster activities. Working Groups/ Special
Interest Groups can be used to stimulate Researcher-Industry cooperation through interactive
sharing of knowledge and disruptive technical solutions against clearly defined themes.
Examples include TeleTrust (DE) Working Groups and ADS (UK) Special Interest Groups.
19) Use networking events to address important Customer needs and draw in Cluster
members, external partners and customers. [5,11] Set up events and networking
opportunities focused around new markets, important customer challenges and Industry needs,
to draw in members and other key stakeholders (potential partners, trade associations,
customers, policy makers etc) that need to collaborate on tackling these issues. For example
LSEC (BE) and ADS (UK) Clusters provide highly effective supply chain networking
opportunities in the security field, while eSEC (ES) organises events for researchers to present
close-to-market research to industry.
20) Partner with Innovation Intermediaries to provide extra tailored SME support. [14] Get
support from specialized organisations (publicly and privately funded), focusing on innovation
management, technology transfer and consulting services, who act as intermediaries between
SMEs and research organizations and can supplement the activities that Clusters are able to
resource e.g. UK CSIT cooperation with Invest Northern Ireland who provide funding to support
SME-University research collaborations, LSEC (BE) works with Innovatiecentrum Vlaanderen,
Innoviris and AWE.
21) Database of Research Capabilities. [1] Develop comprehensive database of research
capabilities and encourage industry to subscribe e.g. UK ADS ‘Academic Market Place’ where
academic researchers can flag up security capabilities at low Technology Readiness Levels
where they seek Industry partners to progress their IP.
- MATCHMAKING AND NETWORKING WITH EXTERNAL PARTNERS/ PROMOTION OF
CLUSTER LOCATION AND MEMBERS
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22) Engage with Government Policy and Programmes. [7,8,11] Clusters that work to actively
influence Government policy and help to shape Government initiatives (at international, national
and regional level) can help to address issues that while being outside their direct control have
an important impact on their members and the Industries that they support. The UK ADS and
Malvern Cyber Security Clusters (which have influenced UK policy on IT Security standards),
LSEC (BE) (which has supported ISO standards work and the EU Network and Information
Security Programme), and the Spanish National Technology Platform on Secure and
Dependable ICT and Czech NSMC Cluster (which have helped to shape their national IT
Security strategy and research agendas) are good examples of this.
23) Facilitate supplier-customer relationships. [6] Facilitate early relationships with
customers, during the development phase, in co-creation models, to encourage early adoption
and risk mitigation e.g. ITS-OWL (DE) Cluster is focusing on communication and cooperation
activities between customers and business partners to facilitate regional market development.
This can be supported using business to business brokering events where suppliers and
potential exploitation partners and customers are carefully matched.
24) Promote Pre-Commercial Public Procurement. [6,8] Promote the instrument of precommercial procurement to encourage joint development, prototyping and pilot systems e.g.
TeleTrust (DE) offers support for pre-commercial public procurements, while AEI
Ciberseguridad (ES) facilitates innovative Public Procurement from SMEs and access to public
tenders.
25) Marketing support for new products/ services. [6] Provide marketing assistance for
products/services in early stage of market development, helping to identify window of
opportunity for market introduction e.g. Software Cluster (DE) provides marketing assistance for
products in the early stages of product development, while the UK ADS Cluster supports
member involvement in UK and overseas Tradeshows and Exhibitions to help members find
new customers.
26) Promote SME innovations to Industry. [6] Increase visibility of leading-edge innovations
coming from SMEs to industry, in particular potential exploitation partners e.g. eSEC (ES)
capability brochure.
27) Inter-cluster collaboration. [12] Explore opportunities for collaboration with clusters
operating in different fields in areas of joint interest, which offer new opportunities for broader
cost-effective services to their members, e.g. ADS (UK) working with TechUK (UK high-tech
cluster) on security and space issues, and LSEC (BE) working with Agoria (Belgian technology
industry association) on security and other issues.

4 .2 .3 Recommendations for Policy M akers/ Funding Bodies
Although the focus of this study is on Cluster best practice in supporting innovation pull-through,
and lessons that can be shared across Clusters operating in areas relating to Trustworthy ICT,
policy makers can play an important role in addressing some of the innovation barriers
considered. The specific recommendations emerging from this study are described below, with
the main innovation barriers they address (as numbered in Table 9) shown in brackets.
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28) Support supply chain development through Clusters. [6,9] Public Authorities that want
to encourage international, national and regional competitiveness using Clusters need to
provide some funding to ‘pump-prime’ new cluster activities, especially if they want to use
clusters to support the growth of new businesses and encourage SME growth. Public
investment in cluster activities can yield significant benefits in terms of economic
competitiveness, and should be considered in cases where there are new or rapidly changing
markets (growing or declining), as effective clusters provide an efficient means to access
national and regional supply chains. Examples include:





Funding programmes administered by Clusters to introduce innovative technologies and
improve technology management in the supply chain e.g. UK NATEP programme.
Funding Trade-shows/ Exhibitions (fully or partially) administered by Clusters to help
industry access new and rapidly changing markets e.g. UKTI support of international
exhibitions in cyber security.
Funding Clusters directly where there are emerging market opportunities in areas that are
important to policy makers, but where the market and supply chain ecosystem is immature
and support is needed for industry to effectively address the challenge e.g. Electric Mobility
South-West Cluster (DE).

29) Support of Market Research. [7] Fund and promulgate market research in Trustworthy
ICT and the development of case studies on security and privacy breaches to help SMEs make
the business case for investment in new products and services and help investors decide where
it is appropriate to invest e.g. UK ADS Cluster actively supported a UK Government funded IT
Security Market Research project in 2013 which was disseminated to members and used by
Government to develop future strategy in this area.
30) Support of SME-focused Clusters [8] Policy makers should support and encourage SMEfocused clusters (as opposed to clusters led by Large Enterprises or Universities where SMEs
play a limited role) to give SMEs more influence and joint capacity and make it easier to interact
with SMEs on access to government markets e.g. Malvern Cyber Security Cluster has given its
SME members more influence with Government and the capacity to undertake joint projects.
SME-led Clusters can contribute to creating a critical mass to access the Government market
which frequently works with large projects and tenders that can’t be supported by single SMEs.
Supporting and encouraging SME-focused clusters that focus on common challenges that the
SMEs cannot address by themselves, can create clusters where the members are willing to
contribute to address common goals in a self-sustaining way without significant external funding
e.g. UK Cyber Security Forum supported by UK Government.
31) Support SME participation in Clusters to encourage innovation. [10] Policy Makers
should consider actively supporting and encouraging SMEs to participate in Clusters in areas
where they set a high priority on innovation and growth, such as funding development schemes
for innovators within Clusters.

4 .2 .4 Recommendations for Universities/ Research I nstitutes
Although the focus of this study is on Cluster best practice in supporting innovation pull-through,
and lessons that can be shared across Clusters operating in areas relating to Trustworthy ICT,
there are actions that Universities/ Research Institutes can take to enable the research
community to play a more effective role in innovation pull-through. The specific
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recommendations emerging from this study are described below, with the main innovation
barriers they address (as numbered in Table 9) shown in brackets.
32) Business Funding Partnerships. [1] Encourage strategic links with Industry using
innovative business models e.g. UK CSIT open innovation model where Industry partners that
provide a membership fee can strategically influence the University/ Research Institutes’
activities (through participation in an Industrial Advisory Board) and get early visibility of and
free trial use of new IP and new technologies. This makes it much easier for the researchers to
connect to Industry partners that will use their work.
33) Use Cluster Partnerships to link to supply chains. [1] Use links to Clusters to connect to
supply chain partners e.g. LSEC (BE) validation, exploitation and dissemination services for
Universities/ Research Institutes.
34) Clear Points of Contact for Industry. [2] Identify and publicise clear (single) Point of
Contact (PoC) for (initial) industry-university liaison that SMEs can easily identify and approach
e.g. UK CSIT identifies clear Business Development lead for commercial approaches.
35) Quick Responses to Industry. [3] Develop mechanism to allow universities to respond
quickly to short-term industry needs e.g. UK CSIT funding model has enabled them to recruit
engineering resource with production skills that are available to respond quickly to Industry
requests, which has increased Industry collaboration with CSIT researchers.

4.3 Societal concerns
4 .3 .1 Recommendations for further research and addressing the social barriers
Six more general recommendations can be made to improve addressing the social aspects of
privacy/security-related ICT solutions. Three of them are directed to the industry (1), the
European Commission (5) and the scientific community (6) respectively, whereas the rest (2-4)
concern the industry-research interaction.
1. There is no single recipe to facilitate the adoption process. A customized approach is
needed in each case. Even the relatively small selection of cases observed and analysed in this
deliverable yielded a substantial variation in terms of the scope of the project, commercial
maturity, technological maturity, overall function(s), intended context of use etc. etc. Therefore,
it would be naïve, simplistic and at times counter-productive to make suggestions in the vein
'users need to be included in each case to facilitate the adoption'. The meaningfulness of
various strategies for overcoming different barriers actually depends on many factors (such as
the phase of development of the technological field in question) and thus specific strategies
should be devised for dealing with each technology separately.
2. Sociological knowledge about the evolution of technological artefacts and systems
should be integrated into the development of new products. It is notable that whereas
various techniques of user involvement were enthusiastically used in the projects the discussion
about the appropriateness of these techniques lacked references to the social context of their
deployment. In other words, the deployment of various techniques such as usability trials or
technology assessment should be coupled with sociological consideration of how particular
technologies in particular socio-technical contexts tend to evolve. This issue becomes highly
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relevant when one moves from assessing whether a certain technique has been employed
sufficiently rigorously to questioning the meaningfulness of applying these techniques in the first
place (see the following point for some examples). In the long term the take-up of
privacy/security-related ICTs can only be enhanced with a thorough understanding of the
underlying developmental dynamics of technologies.
An interdisciplinary field of Science and Technology Studies (STS) has been devoted to
exploring the dynamics of various technologies across various contexts for decades (see
Russell & Williams 2002 for a somewhat dated yet comprehensive overview of the field). A
recurrent finding is that the dynamics of technology are very different depending on the maturity
of the technology itself, the existence of competing alternatives, the existence of and perceived
problems with incumbent solutions, macro-level changes etc. (Tushman & Rosenkopf 1992, Rip
& Kemp 1998). For example, if there is no dominant design for a given product class and thus
the 'era of ferment' is still ongoing (Tushman & Rosenkopf 1992) usability trials may even turn
out to be harmful as they are biased towards incremental refinement and tend to focus on the
limitations, not on the promises of the technology (Buxton & Greenberg 2008). STS and other
related fields (Social Informatics, Human-computer Interaction etc.) are well-positioned to set
the agenda for assessing the overall socio-technical context and thus the appropriateness of
applying various techniques to reduce or to overcome social barriers to adoption.
3. The attempts to reduce social barriers to privacy/security-related ICTs should be
based on explicit considerations of the phase of development of the technologies in
question. If the dynamics of technology differ from one phase to another then it is sensible to
presume that the appropriate measures to facilitate the development and adoption of ICT
solutions should also vary accordingly. In other words, depending on the particular phase of
development different barriers become relevant and therefore different strategies should be
considered. Four context-dependent possibilities can be briefly sketched out here to illustrate
the idea:
 It was observed above that high usability does not equal high usefulness. Therefore, if
the maturity of the technology is low, its exact functionality, intended user context and
user preferences unclear, the focus on usability is best avoided. Moreover, if the best
design is yet to emerge and the impact of the technology uncertain there is little at stake
for developers to organize workshops for mutual learning, sharing the knowledge and
aligning the visions (Rip & te Kulve 2008). In these conditions continuing on the path of
local separate technological experimentation might be best for a while until the results
begin to show some promise of wider applicability.
 However, if the participants are already motivated enough to invest into organizing
mutual interaction but otherwise there is still high degree of uncertainty about the
dominant design, social acceptance, legal environment etc. then shifting the attention to
co-constructing the mutual expectations regarding technological opportunities and user
needs might be the most suitable way to proceed. Constructive Technology
Assessment (Schot & Rip 1997), an approach that explicitly includes the theoretical
lessons of the dynamics of technology into its framework, has been developed to meet
this challenge. Lately successful applications of the principles of CTA have been made
in the domain of nanotechnology (e.g. van Merkerk & Smits 2008, Rip & te Kulve 2008)
demonstrating the viability of the approach. In this phase the main focus of activities is
likely to move from purely technical experimentation to creating shared visions,
networking and reducing ambiguity, e.g. lobbying for a favourable institutional
framework which would enable the market to prosper (Raven & Geels 2010).
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 It is only when the technological domain has become stabilized and the market
sufficiently matured when the shift to even more specific barriers can be made. Here
various issues such as designing according to explicitly expressed user preferences,
fitting the product to various organizational contexts or increasing the usability of the
products might become the most important activities.
 Finally, it may be that the technology as well as its socio-technical context have
matured enough to achieve wider market penetration. However, the users or potentially
affected groups may have been insufficiently informed, misinformed or not informed at
all (see sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.8 for examples). In this situation better mapping of use
domains, user preferences and the extent of impact or raising the awareness of the
public by various means (e.g. popularizing articles in media, exhibitions) would be the
most useful activities to be undertaken. An example of such a strategy is provided by
ACTIBIO project which has explicitly aimed to target both the scientific community and
the general public to facilitate the acceptance of biometric technologies.
4. The industry needs to approach the researchers (of the social) with specific questions
in mind in order to ensure the co-evolution of theories of technological dynamics and the
integration of this knowledge into product development. At this moment STS is
characterized by an immense variety in terms of analytical focuses and research contexts.
While this has served to demonstrate the general validity of some ideas it has also contributed
to the somewhat fragmented nature of the domain itself. In other words, while stimulating ideas
and exploratory research abound, systematic bodies of work testing very specific claims across
various contexts are often incomplete or missing altogether (see the critique from Geels 2007,
Wyatt & Balmer 2007).
This issue might be resolved if the industry approached the researchers (sociologists of
technology) with quite particular and specific problem agendas. This would stimulate the
researchers to refine the existing theories, to locate gaps in knowledge, to define the boundary
conditions of their theories and to think more about the practical implications of their findings.
This enhanced knowledge can then be employed in product development. Thereby the
industry's problem-led agenda setting can act to stimulate industrial and scientific co-evolution.
5. Future project proposals should contain sections explicitly outlining reasons whether
and why user involvement would be considered necessary (or not). It is a personal
observation of the author of this deliverable that 'user involvement' has recently become a
fashionable topic. It is not at all far-fetched to conclude that phrases such as this are being
rhetorically employed in various project proposals to appeal to the evaluators. At the same time,
the actual 'social dimension' may be peripheral to the project's core objectives and may be seen
as an inconvenient add-on rather than an integral part of the project. However, in line with the
above discussion the need to consider the social dimension is context-dependent: sometimes
the technologies may well be too immature for extensive user involvement to make any sense.
Moreover, placing too much stress on the user-side may sometimes lead to a situation in which
the user preferences are well-considered but the product itself far too expensive and unable to
compete on the market. As both of these situations essentially amount to a wasteful use of
human and financial resources a balanced view of the interests and needs of various
stakeholders should be preferred.
Therefore, in order to avoid rhetorical appeals to user involvement, to ensure the development
of practicable products and to reduce the possible evaluation bias towards projects that stress
the 'social dimension' it is advised that future project proposals should include sections explicitly
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arguing why user involvement would or would not be necessary in this particular case. Ideally,
the lack of a 'social dimension' should not impact the evaluation if the corresponding argument
stands on solid ground. To achieve that, however, various aspects covered in previous points
should be taken into account.
6. Further research on ICTs and trust is needed. Although trust and ICTs is a topic that has
certainly garnered some attention (see Paterson et al. 2008 and Robert et al. 2009 for some
examples) the lack of trust still keeps emerging as one of the major barriers to adoption. This
indicates that either our understanding of ICT-related trust issues is still incomplete or the crossfertilization between scientific findings and product development is yet to happen. Moreover, it is
ironic to note that the lack of trust seems to be a barrier for the very technologies meant to
enhance trust in the first place. As noted in section 5.2 this only illustrates the limited viability of
a 'technological fix' approach. More research is needed in order to explore the determinants of
trust on various levels (from individual to cultural), to work out various trust-enhancing measures
in various societal domains (technological, economic, political, legal, cultural etc.) and to
combine them appropriately.
It is suggested not to view trust as a property of single products/services but as as a property of
socio-technical systems as a whole (including elements such as inter-linked products/services,
service
providers,
end-users'
perceptions,
underlying
infrastructure,
supporting
products/services, legal environment, informal rules and practices etc. etc.). This wider focus
would enable to move beyond specific problems new technologies are supposed to solve and
instead to observe whether the socio-technical context of these technologies is favourable to
facilitate diffusion of specific products/services on mass scale. It would also facilitate turning
more attention to creating favourable macro-level (state, EU, international) conditions to
enhance collective trust (e.g. a coordinated adoption of privacy-by-design principles).

4 .3 .2 Recommendations to overcome and understand barriers
There is a paradox about security: buying security makes people feel unsecure. Selling security
creates anti-technological resistance and reduces trust. The key is to change the concept: from
security to resilience.
Technology has proven to impact our lives far beyond expectations and it becomes an enabler
of deep social changes (e.g. the potential of intimacy breaches, the risk of data aggregation,…).
People can’t usually make such analysis by themselves. The potential social impact of
technology must be carefully studied and citizens and decisions makers must be informed.
H2020 should include a methodological analysis of social impact and support those more
positive in a broad sense.
Although the study of social and personal barriers to adoption of technology and social impact is
a science that takes years running, it is in a low level of maturity. Moreover, the continuing rapid
evolution of technology necessitates continuous updating in this area and a multidisciplinary
approach.
There is a remarkable lack of awareness among design and development teams. On the one
hand the concept of "user experience" has become a competitive advantage for some
successful brands and many people become aware of it. However this is only one of the
elements in the field and often is not taken into account in R & D. It is easy to find companies
and developers whose position in front of the lack of acceptance of the services or devices, or
the inappropriate use of them, is just thinking in increasing user training.
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We should talk not only about barrier for adoption but we should worry instead about secure
adoption and consciousness, as ICT become so mainstreamed. There is a lack of digital skills
and a great gap of awareness in the population, also due to:
-

-

The current online risk is not so evident for people because the impact is not so broad.
It is probable that the online risk for every citizen will continuously grow up, as soon as
more business models appear and get mature, based on illegal actions against people’s
devices.
The main motivation of companies is greed. No useful information about privacy
concerns is easily available. No real desire to educate users and make them aware.

4 .3 .3 Recommendations to improve the impact in public funded research


Most of the expressed problems are coming out of an inadequate market analysis in the first
place (in proposal time) and of an insufficient marketing plan or dissemination approach in
the second (in project time). In principle, dissemination is a two-way channel and, as the
sales function in any organization, must be receptive to signals from the potential market,
and the R&D&I is missing this point. Unfortunately, there is also the possibility that the
problems were detected but the project didn’t envisaged suitable mechanisms of change
management and correction, either by inability, or lack of willingness.



Simple endorsement of the proposal by the end-users is not enough. A good starting could
be that all the proposals had organized a workshop with several end-users before writing
them, or at least, had employed some tools of remote debate. The results of the debate
must be explicit in the proposal, with the least elaboration by the proponents.



End-users participating in a project have to have their voice guaranteed, including the
opportunity of autonomously communicate with the funding institutions about occasional
malpractice in the project. End-users’ satisfaction must be separately evaluated by third
parties (reviewers) and justification of their recommendation, be them adopted by the
developing team or not, clearly argued. Instead of asking for simple letters of commitment,
end-users must commit through one, at least drafted, exploitation plan. Operational and
organizational barriers should appear in that plan and counterparts in the risk management
of the proposal should be stipulated.



Some of those barriers are rooted in the same deficiency, i.e., the inexistence of a good
command of the innovation methodologies on the part of the end-users involvement and the
unwillingness of considering all the elements of a business plan on the part of the industry.
Regular innovation management procedures and standardized market plans should be
inevitable at the time of presenting a proposal. Innovation management systems must be
explicit in order to recognise the end-user as a valid one. Otherwise, just being a good
wishing but inappropriate partner won’t be of any help.



Considerations about the innovation mechanisms in the end-users must appear in the
evaluation of the proposal. A section must be devoted to that and third party expert
appointed to the evaluation, in the same vein that ethical or gender issues are (or should
be) evaluated. Equally, business experts must evaluate exploitation plans.
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It is important to emphasize that technology doesn’t solve problems: technology solutions
do. And technology solutions are more complex that a mere development of a prototype or
pre-prototype. Thus, any development project must include some demonstration exercise
and perhaps that exercise might take place within different end-users than the ones
participating in the project, as to test everything without interferences and preconceptions. If
there are such perceptions in the users, they must be detected beforehand and be covered
by credible, feasible and verifiable risk management countermeasures.
In many cases there is no real intent on the part of many participants to put the results to
market.
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